
 

 

 

La Table du Lausanne Palace is rewarded by gourmet guides   

 

 

Three months after the great opening, La Table du Lausanne Palace has already conquered the taste 

buds of Lausanne’s residents and beyond. The new gastronomic address at the Lausanne Palace is 

managed by the emblematic Chef Franck Pelux and his partner Sarah Benahmed. 

First in November 2020, the restaurant was rewarded with a score 16/20 points by the gourmet guide 

Gault&Millau, which also awarded Chef Pelux the title "Discovery of the Year 2021” in the Romandie 

region. 

On February 2, 2021, the famous Michelin Guide unveiled its ranking and gave one star to La Table du 

Lausanne Palace, underlining the "expressive and intense cuisine of the Chef". This new star 

confirms the high quality of the culinary offer at the Lausanne Palace, located in the heart of the city. 

"In these complicated times, what a wonderful sign of encouragement for Franck and his team who 

have dedicated themselves with enthusiasm since their arrival at the Lausanne Palace. " said Ivan 

Rivier, General Manager 

"We are very pleased with the support we received from the gourmet guides only after a few months 

of activity. What is happening is incredible and we couldn't have wished for more. These distinctions 

are the result of years of passionate hard work, but also reflections on our vision of gastronomy and 

the experience want to share with our guests. This encourages us to persevere to honor the trust that 

has been placed in us since our arrival in Switzerland. We look forward to returning to the kitchen to 

continue this beautiful adventure. " said Franck Pelux, Chef at La Table du Lausanne Palace 

 

About Lausanne Palace  

Located in the city center of Lausanne – one of the most inspiring city in Switzerland – the Lausanne 

Palace concentrates the essence of the city within its walls while watching over the Olympic capital 

with mysterious and attractive air since 1915. The hotel counts 140 rooms and suites, 2 bars, 5 

restaurants, 14 meeting rooms and a 2 100 m2 spa.  

Lausanne Palace is part of Sandoz Foundation Hotels.   
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